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 Music Directed by: Mani Ratnam . Ragada Ragada Story & Film written by: Subhash Chandra Bose, Tulsi Ramsay, Rajeev Rao & Vijay Seetharaman Director: Mani RatnamRelease Date: 17 November 2008 . Story of the film, see; Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Raagam (Tamil: ராகம், Tamil: ராகம்), is a 1992 Indian Tamil-language action film written and directed by Mani Ratnam, which is a
remake of his own 1989 Telugu film Adavi Ramudu. The film features newcomers Nagarjuna and Anushka in the lead roles, with Vijay, Karthik, Ponvannan, Senthil and Jaishankar among others. The film was released on 17 November 1992. Plot Raja (Nagarjuna) and Maya (Anushka) are members of the militant party "Daya". As the two are about to be married, they are forced to come to terms
with each other. They are the only members of their party who don't have a political goal in mind. Raja works at the mill where his boss is one of the members of their party. Raja's boss is planning to set up a new factory in Kolkata with the help of the Police Commissioner (Goundamani). Maya falls ill and later dies. After this tragedy, Raja comes to a decision to join politics and put his newfound

principles into practice. One evening, Raja takes a bus from his village and sees a woman standing in the middle of the road. He stops and asks her if she is all right. In response, the woman takes out a gun and starts to point at him. Raja turns and runs away from the woman. On his way to the bus station, he finds the woman lying on the ground dead. Raja is stunned and doesn't know what happened to
the woman or why she was killed. He later meets the Police Commissioner in the local bar. The Commissioner has a drink with a drunken boy who mocks Raja and asks what he is doing in Kolkata. The Commissioner tells him that the boy is drunk and no drunkard should point a gun at him. At night, Raja hears loud noises in the distance 82157476af
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